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ABSTRACT
This paper presents anoptimization cost model thatwas developed to calculate thecost of
installing CO2 Capture technology in Malaysia main power plants. This so-called C02
Capture technology is expected help to reduce theCO2 emission from main power plants
until they meet a specified CO 2emission target without compromising thenational
electrical supply to thecustomers. There is also consideration to use new technology power
plants such as Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC), Natural Gas Combined
Cycle (NGCC) and touse non-fossil energy like hydroelectric, wind and nuclear inorder to
reduce the CO2 emissions by 50% from current CO2 emission level. There is stillongoing
research about using CO2 capture technology in fossil-fuel power plantaround the globe
but, Malaysia hasa great potential to accept this newtechnology install inmain power plant
based on government determination in national budget to fight global warming.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
Reducing the emissionof greenhouse gasesare the most challenging environmental issue
facingthe advanceindustrial countries. Increasing concentration of greenhouse gases
including carbondioxide,methane,nitrous oxide and sulfur oxide has increasedthe average
earth surfacetemperature over time. As a result of the global temperature rises, a lot of
unpredictable phenomenahappen such as precipitation patterns, storm severity, and
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Figure 1: Carbon Dioxide Emissions Top 20 Main Contributors (Each Country's
Share of C02 Emissions, 2010)
The Kyoto Protocol is initiated on 11 December 1997 in Kyoto, Japan and become fully
law enforcement on 16 February. In November 2009,187 states have signed and enforced
the protocol. Under this Protocol, 37 industrialized countriespledge themselves to a
reduction of four greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur
hexafluoride and two others (hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons)produced by them.
The enforcement of Kyoto Protocol does not reduce the greenhouse gases emission rate
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significantly because themain contributors ofgreenhouse gases emission, China and
United States donotgive full commitment to theprotocol. China is notone ofcountry that
signs theprotocol and while United States had signed theprotocol butUS government does
not enforce the protocol.
If we narrow down to South East Asian countries, we will found out that Malaysia is the
highest C02 contributor. This result is due to rapid transformation of Malaysia economy
from anagricultural economy to an industrialized one over the last three decades which
also put Malaysia on 26th largest greenhouse emitter in the world. Rapid growing ofheavy
industries causes the increaseof electricaldemandfrom power plants.Electricityis mainly
generated by Tenaga National Berhad (TNB) andIndependent Power Producers (IPP).
Total electricity generated in Peninsular Malaysia is 17,623MW withTNB share at 48.1%
IPP, including IPP in Sabah, Sarawak, Sabah Electricity Sdn. Bhd. (SESB) and Syarikat
SESCO Berhad (SESO), owning 46.9% and private generation (Energy Commission
Annual Report, 2006)




Figure2: Malaysia's current installed generation capacity in percentage(Ministry of
Energy, Water and Communication, 2006)
Rapid growth in power generation capacity andincreasing in global C02emission in
Malaysia, there is needforthe government to planthe electricity generation capacity
expansion to meettheelectricity demand aswellas to achieve an overall reduction in CO2.
Therefore, thispaper is aimsto develop an optimization costmodeling to minimize thecost
of electricity generation and simultaneously fulfill the forecasted electricity demand a
specified C02emission reduction targets using a mixof fossil fuel as well as renewable
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energy. Conventional electricity generation using fuels such as pulverized coal, natural gas
and hydroelectricity, new power generation technologies such asPulverized Coal (PC),
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC), Natural Gas Combined Cycle (NGCC),
nuclear and wind were considered in the model
1.2 Problem Statement
Electricity generation is one ofthemain sources ofcarbon dioxide emission, particularly
coal-fired based power plants. This problem canbesolved with capture and sequestration.
Retrofitting theexisting combustion-fired plants with carbon capture could bepromising
because we can continue burn fossil fuel without increasing CO2 emissions. CCS can
reduce CO2 emissions by 85 to 95% compared to the same processes without CCS but it is
a relatively costly emission reduction strategy because CCS required a large amount of
energy for regeneration. There are two main options forcoal-fired power plants with CO2
capture: flue gas scrubbing with amine solvent and oxyfuel combustion (A. Elkamel etal.,
2009). Amine scrubbing is generally considered to be proven option but it themost
expensive method due toenergy input required for solvent regeneration. Common chemical
solventsare amine such as monoethanolamine (MEA),diethanolamine (DEA),ammonia,
and potassium carbonate. MEA is thecommon practise for flue gas applications because
theexisting coal power plants have low C02 concentration 13-15% wet basis inthe flue gas
and amine-based solvents have been viewed as the potential solution to this problem (Singh
D et al., 2003). Forthe IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combine Cycle), Selexol is a better
CO2 capture solvent due to thehigh pressure synthesis gas. Chemical absorption imposes
anenergy penalty ofabout 15% to 30% for natural gas and30to 60% for coal plants
(Herzog H et al., 1997). The C02capture system is energy hunger because the energy
requirement is about 22% of gross plantcapacity, mostly for sorbent regeneration (54%)
andC02 product compression (36%). Sorbent circulation andfanpower account for the
remaining share (10%) of thetotalenergy consumption of a CO2 capture unit (Rubin ES et
al., 2004). Forthe most part, thisproject is focus on combustion-based power plants
(natural gas and coal), which are a major source of CO2 emissions. The objective ofthis
project is to formulate and solve anoptimization model with thefollowing attributes
objective function ofminimizing oftotal cost, continuous decision variables, discrete
13 The Scope of Study
For the most part, this project is focus on combustion-based power plants (natural gas and
coal), which are a major source of CO2 emissions.
1.4 Objectives
The objective ofthis project is to:
To formulate and solve an optimization model with the following attributes:
1) Objective function ofminimizing oftotal cost
2) Continuous decision variables:
3) Discrete decision variables:
4) Constraints:
i. Energy balance/demand satisfaction
ii. Energy balance on capture process
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 General Model Formulations
Several energy models for power generation technologies, such asPulverized Coal (PC),
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) and Natural Gas Combined Cycle
(NGCC) inthefield ofcarbon capture and sequestration. For example, Rubin etal, for
instance developed the Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM) to provide an
analytical tool tocompare various environmental control options for fossil fuel power
plants. The model was developed ina modular fashion that allowed new technologies tobe
easily incorporated into anoverall framework. IECM canconfigure and evaluate a
particular environmental control system design which current environmental control
options include a variety ofconventional and advanced systems for controlling S02, NOx,
and C02, particulates and mercury emissions for both new and retrofit applications.
Number of studies is performed on howto make use of newpowerstationtechnology. A.
Elkamel et al. (2009) considered replacing existing coal plants with new plants such as
NGCC, IGCC andPCandstudied the impact of the incremental costof C02 reduction on
thecostof electricity (COE) by implementing different technology options. Singh D et al.
(2003) for example develop model for regional energy supply systems. The model
calculates the energy demand andthensuggests fuel switching, retrofitting andinstalling
CO2 capture technology to meet therequired C02 emission targets at minimum cost. Rubin
ES et al. (2004) develop a mixed 0-1 Multiple Objective Linear Programming (MOLP)
model and applied it to theGreek electricity generation sector foridentifying thenumber
andoutput of each type of boiler unitneeded to meetexpected electricity demand. The
objectives ofMOLP areto minimize theannual costofelectricity and minimize thetotal
amount of SO2 emissions and this model did put C02 mitigation into account A. Elkamel et
al. (2009) develop a linear programming model to evaluate theeffectiveness of possible
CO2 mitigation options for the electricity sector in Taiwan. The strategies that theyuse
includedfuel alternatives, reducedpeak load, energyconservation, improving power
generation efficiency, and CO2 capture. The combination ofreduced peak production and
increasing power plantefficiency withC02 conservation was aneffective strategy to meet
significant C02 emissionreductions.
2.2 Model Superstructure
Fossil-fuel power plant Non Fossil-fuel power plant New Non Fossil-fuelpowerplant
Potential new IGCC, PC and NGCC
with and without capture
Figure 3: Superstructure representing a power generation fleet
(A. Elkamel etal., 2009)
A. Elkamel, H. Hashim, P. L. Douglas and E. Croiset introduce superstructure power
generation fleet in AICHE JOURNAL. Thissuperstructure representing all possible
alternative fuel mix which can be very complex indeed. Figure 3 illustrate energy supply
C;, NGj, Dj,Oj, and Hi represents existingcoal, natural gas, diesel, oil, and hydroelectric
power plants respectively. New technology power plants are represented by PCjnew, IGjncw,
NGinew, SOinew, Bjnew and N"ew for pulverizedcoal, IntegratedGasification CombinedCycle
(IGCC), Natural GasCombined Cycle (NGCC),solar, biomass and nuclear respectively.
Threemethods to mitigate CO2 which are fuel balancing, fuel switching anduse of
alternative energy as well as advanced technologies. This strategy involves increasing
electricity generation by non-fossil fuel plants. Therefore, fossil fuel plants will generate
less electricityand hence, less CO2 emission. Fuel switchinginvolves changingfrom
carbon-intensive fuels (coal) to less carbon-intensive fuel (natural gas). Existing generation
stations must be retrofitted in order to use alternative fuel. Energy produced by alternative
fuel (solar, wind) emits zero CO2 andthiswillreduce C02emission. The third methods of
CO2 mitigation strategy is to increase the usageof renewable energy suchas solar, wind
and hydroelectric.
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Table 1: Actual electricity generation for existing power plant
(Economic Planning Unit, 2005)
Power Plant Generation
MWh per year
Operating and Maintenance cost
(RM per MWh)
Type Location Coal Natural gas

































Pulverized coal (PC) 5078400 9.184 76.032 272
Integrated Gasification
combine cycle
6787200 3.968 76.032 15.264
Natural gas combine cycle 1974400 8.64 76.032 15.264
Nuclear 7725440 17.696 76.032 403.2
Data from Table 1 and Table 2 is used for the model formulation. Some ofthe data is
assumed because there is not much research being conducted by local to study the cost for
newtechnology powerstationsuchas Pulverized coal (PC), Integrated Gasification
combine cycle (IGCC), Natural gascombine cycle (NGCC) andnewnonfossil-fuel energy
such as nuclear.
An extensive research to attain important data must be conducted in the future to improve
this costmodeling so that researcher can do deeper analysis to studythe costof installing
CO2capture in Malaysia power plant.
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Figure 4: Methodology Flowchart
No / \ Yes
3.1 Model Formulation
The objectiveof this model is to choose the best plant load distributionwhichconsistsof
existing and new power plant, mix of fuels, and CO2 capture process to meet electricity
demandand still achieveCO2 mitigationtarget. Two main continuous variables are
defined: JS^ represent electricity generated/load distribution from the fth fossil fuel boiler
using fuel/ (j=lfor coal andj^2for natural gas). E{ represents electricitygenerated/load
distribution from rthexistingnon-fossil power plant and new technologypower plant.
Four sets ofbinary variables:
1) Fuel switching coal to natural gas is represented by Xy-
[l ifith plant is selected!
iJ [0 otherwise J
2) The existence/non-existence of /th potentialnew boiler with and withoutcapture is
represented by V/
[l ifith plant is selected]
,J [0 otherwise J
3) Zik selectionof Ath captureprocess on zth existingcoal-firedboiler




The objective ofthis model is to utilize a power generation fleet and to combine carbon
capture(CCS)on existingpower plant and constructnew power plants with or without
captureto achievetargetedCO2 mitigation. The objectivefunctionrepresents the total
systemcost that includesoperatingcosts of electricity, retrofit costs for switching from coal
to natural gas, retrofit costs for carbon capture retrofit on existing power plants and
operational costs for new power plant.
The objective function can be written as:
Total Cost=££C^ +£ CfE, +YLWt
ieF j ieNF ieFc j
V V
operationalcost for existing plants retrofit cost
'Mew
+ £ sr^y, + X cr$!
ieP™* ieP"e
capitaland operationalcost for new additionalstations
ief* k ieFc k ^
capitalandoperational costof carboncaptureretrofit
Where Q is theelectricity generation costperMWh if/th fuel is used in rth fossil-fuel
boiler, C, (C/*1*) is the electricity generation cost per MWh for ith nonfossil-fuel power
plant; Ck is operational costforfth CO2 capture process (RM/MWh), Et (£/**) is the
electricitygenerated (MWh/year) from rthnonfossil-fuel boiler, E$ is the electricity
generated (MWh/year) from rth fossil-fuel boiler using/th fuel, E^ is electricity required
for kth CO2 captureprocess (MWh/year in rthcoal-firedboilerwhich runningwith/th fuel,
Ry is retrofitting cost for switching rth coal-fired boiler to/th fuel natural gas. 5/* is
annualized capital cost for Ath capture process in RM/year; e& is the fraction of CO2
capture. F is thesetof fossil-fuel boilers including coal Fc andnatural gas Fng. NF is the set
ofnonfossil-fuel power stations, nuclear, hydroelectric and wind. Pnew is the setofnew
technology power plant that include pulverized coal, P1^ (pPCcap), integrated gas combined
cycle, PIGCC (PIGCCcaP) and natural gas combined cycle, PNGCC (PNGCCcaP) with and without
capture.
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3.3 Cost ofC02 Avoidance
($/kWh) -($/kWh) .
cost ofC02 avoided ($/ton) - , ^ ,„n/" , ' ,,r!L\tco2/kWhref-tco2/kWhccs
The avoidance ofC02 is a measure for the contribution to climate protection and thus
reduces the greenhouse effect. C02 is emitted during the generation of electrical poweras a
resultof burning fossil fuels (e.g. coal). Electricity whichis generated using renewable




Total electricity injected to the gridcomefrom nonfossil powerplant,newtechnology
power plant and fossil-fuel power plant
igJVF ieP*" ieF j
~mLEik=Demmd
i k
Additional energy is required for CO2 capture processes and this energy canbe supplied by
existingnonfossil powergeneration, new technology power plant and fossil-fuel power
plant.
Elt =
The total electricity generated for the whole fleet must be equal to the total demand.




Energy Balance on Capture Process
Theenergy required Eik can be supplied from the grid, Gk from existing nonfossil power
plant and new power plants:
VieT^ which can be simplified to
' j
Capacity Constraint on Capture Process
E**Z*ET VieFc,VA
The parameter £™" represents the maximumenergyrequiredfor capturetechnology. This
constraint make sure energy required is zero when no capture process is involve in the
model
Fuel Selection and Plant Shut-Down. For a fossil fuel boiler, the process is either operating








Upper Bound on Operational Changes












Lower Bound on Operational Constraints






Emission Constraint/ CO2balance. CO2emissions from existing coal-fired boilers and new
boilers, aj (million tone/yr) are defined as:







The new detail objective function base on the constraints can be written as:
rmax "\
total cost =EEC,Ay+ I £<«*+ X ^
te/F yeJ /g/nf /&/ /e/F;„g AOP
*u


















capital cost for new power plants without capture capital cost for new power plants with capture
+ V OP-neW.E"eW.y*' + V Qpnew,cap^new,cap
*e/F
,new ie/F)new,cap
operatingcost fornew powerplants operatingcost for new power plants
without capture with capture
+ EEZcfcsC02u7,.,M +£IEcfcs.E(u)-co2/,,.y,,,
i j k i j k
capitalcost for retrofitof existingpowerplants operatingcost for retrofitof existingpowerplants
with capture witht capture
+
y „ O^'^-Olf™
ref;^F,new;Cap fe/F CQ2/ ~CQ2/




/ set of all power plants i
If set offossil-fuel-fired power plants /
J set of types of fuels/
7F,ng set of fossil-fuel-fired power plants i using natural gas as fuel
/p,new set of new fossil-fuel-fired power plants i
S set ofpotential sequestration locations s
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Parameters
£max net electricity generationfrom a fossil-fuel-fired power plant i (MWh/yr)
AOP annual operating time of fossil-fuel-fired power plant i (h/yr) (8760 h/yr)
sen parameter for performing sensitivity analysis on capital cost
^>max net electricitygeneration from a new power plant i (MWh/yr)
C02; C02 emission from a fossil-fiiel-fired power plant i (ton/yr)
e(i,k) fraction ofC02 captured
Continuous Decision Variable
Ejj amount ofelectricity generated from a fossil-fuel-fired power plant/ with its
boiler(s) operating using fuel/ (MWh/yr)
Ei amount ofelectricity generated from a non-fossil-fuel-firedpower plant i (MWh/yr)
£.new adjustedelectricity generationfrom a new power plant i (MWh/yr)
^coai price of coal ($/GJ)
hr* heat rate ofa fossil-fuel-fired power plant i (GJ/MWh)
yiJk linearization variable related to C02 capture at an existing fossil-fuel-fired power
plant
{j»j^ linearization variable for a fossil-fuel-firedpower plant / in sequestration location s
Integer 0-1 Binary Decision Variables
Xfj I ifa power plant i is operated using a selected fuelj; 0 otherwise
yt 1 ifa new power plant / exists/; 0 otherwise
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CHAPTER 4: RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Effect of renewable energy, fuel balancing and fuel switching generation mix
on cost of electricity
First of all, the main objectiveofthis model is to meet the power grid electricity demand
andrenewable energy playvital role in achieving powergridelectricity demand. Figure 5
and 6 shows that, as we increase the renewable energy generation share in power
generation fleet, the cost of generating electricity is increased. Thisresult is expected since
renewable energy basedelectricity generation is not cost-effective as compared to fossil
fuel-based powerplant.The costof electricity is RM 0.3072/kWh for 5%renewable energy
generation mix, which is double thebase-case costof electricity. The model output shows
basedon the sourcesof renewable energy currentlyavailable in PeninsularMalaysia. This
is expectedto increase the cost ofelectricityto RM 0.3616/kWh
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Figure 6: Cost of Electricity without renewable energy and with renewable energy
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4.2 C02 emission reduction
Anotherthing that needs to discuss from this model is the impactofelectricitygeneration
for various CO2emission reduction while satisfying electricity demand at low cost. Three
mitigation strategies including fuel balancing, fuel switching and installation new
technology power plant were selectedto achieve0% and 30% and 50% C02 emission
reductiontarget. However, ifwe want to further reduce CO2 emission,we must mix
renewable energy generationin power grid. The existingnatural gas plant and hydroelectric
plantswerefully operational for the basecase 0%reduction, 30%and 50%.
Fuel balancing and fuel switching to less carbon-intensive fuel such as natural gas and
implementation ofrenewable energy were chosen to achieve 50% CO2 reductiontarget. For
example, boiler PK2 and PK6 in Pelabuhan Klang power station, boiler JM3 in
Janamanjung, boiler TBI in Tanjung Bin and boiler PG1 in Pasir Gudang will be switched
to natural gas, two NGCC power plants and one nuclear plant were chosen to generate
284,570 MWh electricity per year, 3,331,000 MWh electricity per year and 850,000 MWh
electricity per year respectively.
The total cost ofelectricity generation for CO2reduction target of0% and 30% is
RM 950 million. For 50% C02 reduction is RM 1.12 billion and this value is 18.2% higher
than the total cost for 0% and 30% CO2 reduction. From the results ofthe case studies, it
can be concluded that IGCC, NGCC and nuclear power station are among the new
technologies that need to be considered to satisfy more CO2 emission reduction target. For
specified CO2 emission targets, hydroelectric and natural gas power station was
recommended due to the emission free technology and low operating cost.
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0%C0? 20% CO, 40%COj 50% CO;
reduction reduction reduction reduction
Figure 7: Effect of C02 Reduction to cost and energy generation
Reduction ofCO2emission causes the cost of electricity per kWh to increase and
electricity generation for consumer decrease. At 0% CO2reduction, the cost of electricity
per kWh is the lowest because all fossil-fiielpower plants use coal. At 20% CO2 reduction,
fuel switching is introduced in objective function where some of fossil-fuel power plants
are switch from coal to natural gas. Electricity generation for consumers per kWh is
decreased because coal burn better compared to natural gas and all power plants are at same
load.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusion
From this modeling, I can concludethat it is feasible and essential to install CO2 capture
technology in Malaysia main power plants base on several justifications. One of the
justifications isMalaysia is26th largest greenhouse gases emitter in the world. This
reputation is notverygood forMalaysia's foreign direct investment because foreign
investors do not want to contribute to the cause of increasing emission ofCO2 in Malaysia.
In addition, we have to burn more fossil fuel and emit more CO2 from our main power plant
to feedthe heavy industries that foreign investors brought in whenthey wantto set up their
factory andproduction in Malaysia. Thisproblem cancausethe rapid transformation of
Malaysiaeconomyto an industrialized over the last three decadescame to stop.
Otherjustificationis installingthe CO2 capturetechnologydoes not compromise the
electricity generated by powergridfor local usage because the existence of energy
balance/demand satisfaction constraint inside the model. This constraint makes sure that
whenenergy is usedfrom powergridfor CO2 capture technology, the powergrid is equal
or more than customer demand satisfaction.
The CO2 mitigationstrategy using method fuel balancing and fuel switching to less carbon-
intensive fuel is provedby this model that it can reducethe CO2 emissionby 50%. For
instance, boiler PK2 and PK6 in Pelabuhan Klang power station, boiler JM3 in
Janamanjung power station,boiler TBI in TanjungBin power stationand boilerPG1 in
Pasir Gudang power station will be switched to natural gas, two NGCC power plants and
one nuclear plant were chosen to generate 284,570 MWh electricity per year, 3,331,000
MWh electricity per year and 850,000 MWh electricity per year each respectively. The cost
ofelectricity generation for 0% and 30% C02 reduction is RM 948,212,425.6. The total
cost of electricity generation for 50% C02 reduction is RM 1,121,242,458. This is 18.2%
higher than the total cost for 0% and 30%CO2 reduction. Newtechnologies suchas IGCC,




Since the CO2 technology is still on-going research and is not common practice even to
powerstation around the globe, thereare a fewrecommendation mustbe made in orderto
install this technology in Malaysia power plants.
One ofrecommendation is to consider emission trading, a market-based approach used to
control pollution by providing economic incentives for achieving reductions in the
emissions ofpollutants.
Other recommendation is forestation which includes prevention ofdeforestation,
afforestation (converting land back to forest), and reforestation (planting to create a new
forest). This methodcan furtherreduce the emissionofCO2. Bioenergyfarming is another
sustainable approach for a fossil fuel replacement. If treesor plantscanbe usedas a fuel
that displaces fossil fuel use, then a net reductionin CO2 emissionsoccurs.
Other methodis cofiringbiomasswith coal and other fossil fuels. This option,which
utilizes biofuel in a higherefficiencyfossil fuel power plant, has been studiedfor many
years.
Anotherinteresting method is to use artificial photosynthesis. There has been on-going
basic researchto developphotochemical processes that mimic biological photosynthesis-
converting solarenergy into fixedchemical energy, usingchlorophyll as a catalyst.
22
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APPENDIX
STITLE C02 FOR POWER PLANTS
$EOLCOM#
Sontext
♦The objective of this model is to determine the best mixof powerplants,
*fuels,annual capacityfactor,C02 captureand sequestration to meetthe
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♦NEW POWER PLANTS WITH CCS


























PC3(I) PC3w capture /PCcap31,PCcap32,PCcap33,PCcap34/
IC1(I) IGCCl w capture /IGcapll,IGcapl2,IGcapl3,IGCAP14/
IC2(I)IGCC2w capture/IGCap21,IGcap22,IGCap23,IGCAP24/
NC1{I) NGCClw capture /NGcapl !,NGcapl2,NGcapl3,NGcapl4/
NC2(I)NGCC2w capture/NGcap21,NGcap22,NGcap23,NGcap24/

































































Pnew_cap(I) fossil-fiiel powerstationswith capture
/
♦PCI PCI w capture
PCcapll,PCcapl2,PCcapl3,PCcapl4
♦PC2 PC2 w capture
PCcap21,PCcap22,PCcap23,PCCap24
♦PC3 PC3 w capture
PCcap31,PCcap32,PCcap33,PCcap34

























































ScalarMaxE Electricity generated at peaktime (MWe)/I3764/;
ScalarOptime Annualoperatingtime (hr per year)/8760/;
Scalar C02 C02 emission in tonne per year /36720000/;
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Scalar C02red Percent ofC02 reduction /0.67;
PARAMETER Cni(I)
/









NUCLEAR1 21.33 # variableoperating & maintenance(O&M) cost for nuclear{$ per MWh)
WIND1 2.67 # Operatingcost for wind ($ per MWh)
♦new # Operating cost for wind ($ per MWh)
/
Scalar R allowable electricity increment /0.01/;
Scalar Lower ACF lower bound /0.1/;
Scalar ACF Annual capacity factor for new stations /0.75/;
Scalar AF Ammortized factor /0.15/;
Scalar Rcost Retrofit cost factor due to fuel switching($M20per 1000MW)/20000/;
Scalar perCCS percent C02 capture/0.9/;
♦ Scalar ccsPC cost ofC02 capture for existing PC ($ per ton C02 capture) /34/
♦ Scalar ccsNG cost ofC02 capture for existing NG ($ per ton C02 capture) /41/
♦ Scalar Ereq Elec required for C02 capture (MWh per tonne C02 capture)/0.317/;
PARAMETER HR(I)
/
♦PP19.12 #heat rate for PP1(GJ per MWh)
PC11*PC14 9.12
♦PC11,PC12,PCI3,PC14
♦heat rate for PP2 (GJ per MWh)
PC21*PC24 9.16
♦hrPIl heat rate for PI1 (GJ per MWh)
IGCC11*IGCC14 7.37
*hrPI2 heat rate for PI2(GJ per MWh)
IGCC21#IGCC24 7.9
♦hrPI3 heat rate for PI3(GJ per MWh)
IGCC31*IGCC34 8.78
♦hrPNl heat rate for PI {GJ per MWh)
NGCC11*NGCC14 7.1
*hrPN2 heat rate for PN2 {GJ per MWh)
NGCC21*NGCC24 6.74
♦hrPN3 heat rate for PN3 (GJ per MWh)
NGCC31*NGCC34 6.37
/
Scalar hrPCl heat rate for PCI (GJ per MWh) /12.19/;
ScalarhrPC2 heatrateforPC2{GJperMWh)/12.17/;
Scalar hrPC3 heat rate for PC3(GJ per MWh)/i2.i/;
Scalar hrlCl heat rate for IC1 (GJ per MWh) /10.46/;
Scalar hrIC2 heat rate for IC2 (GJ per MWh) Z9.97/;
ScalarhrNCl heat rate for NCI (GJ per MWh)/7.48/;
Scalar hrNC2 heat rate for NC2 (GJ per MWh) IIM,
Scalar Pcoal price of coal ($ per GJ) /l 21; #fuel cost ($/ton) ?? need to convertto RM per GJ
ScalarNGcost price ofng($ perGJ)/4.0/;
Scalar sen sensitivity analysis for capital cost /! .0/;
Scalar MaxCap maximum energy requirement for capture (MWh per yr)/1000000000/;
Scalar M big number used in C02 emission constraints /1E13/;
Scalar Ms big number used in linearization for CCS retrofit /l El 3/;
Scalar Mp big number used in linearizationfor new plant w cap /IEl3/;
Scalar Egrowth Electricity growth rate/0.100/;
*
*.. list alt parameters
#
Parameters
♦.. Maximumelectricitygeneration (MWh per yr) for existing power stations
*












TBmax(TB) Tanjung Binnetelectricity generation(MWh peryear)
/TBI 1254870
TB2 1254870
TB3 , 1254870/ ,.
PGmaxtPG) Pasir Gudang i.ctelectricity generation(MWh peryear)
/PG1 646926
PG2 646926/


































































pflmax(PII) IGCCl new stations net power generation (MWhper year)














PNlmax(PNl) NGCCl newstations netpowergeneration (MWh per year)




















































































NClmax(NCl) NGCCl witii capture new stations net power generation (MWh per year)










♦.. Actual electricitygeneration (MWhper yr) for existing power plants















ElecPG(PG) Pasir Gudang actual electricity generation in MWh per year
/PG1 646926
PG2 306875/




ElecJIMAH(JIMAH) Jimah actual electricitygeneration in MWh per year
/JIMAH1 745Q00
JIMAH2 745000/
ElecN(N) Nuclear actual electricity generation in MWh per year
/NUCLEAR1 14300000/

































































































*OprPG(PGj) PasirGudang operational cost(RM perMWh)
PG1 69 138
PG2 69 138













♦C02 emissions (tonne perMWh) fiomexisting fossil-fuel-based power stations
*. • ' •••" ' ' ••••••
Table C02emission(Lj) C02emissions from existing fossil-fuei-based power stations (tonne per MWh)
















*C02PG(PGj) C02 emission from PasirGudang (tonne perMWh)
PG1 1.50 0.317
PG2 1.50 0.317




♦C02JIMAH(JIMAHj) C02 emission from Jimah(tonne perMWh)
JIMAH1 1.023 0.6138
JIMAH2 L023 0.6138;





































































































































































♦.. operational cost ($ per MWh) for new power plants with capture
*


































































♦C02 emissions (tonneper MWh)fromnew powerplantswithoutcapture








































*..C02 emissions (tonneper MWh)fromnew powerplantswith capture
* • - • • • •-• ••••••"•
parameter C02new_c^)(I) C02 emissions from new PC with capture(tonneper MWh)
/








































































* — ,,.— • • — -
♦ CCS retrofit cost (RM per per tonne C02 captured) due to capture process on existing fossil ftel stations
•> .. • , .,, — •• • -
parameter CCScost_existing(I) C02 capturecostfor existingpowerplants($ per tonneC02 captured)
/

















parameter ccsPG(PG) capture cost for Pasir Gudang (RM pertonC02captured)
/PGj 144.43
PG2 144.43/;
♦ Table ccsLN(LN,s) capture costforLennox ($pertonne C02 capture)
♦ erie huron
♦ LN1 300 300
♦ LN2 300 300
♦ LN3 300 300
♦ LN4 300 300;




♦Change the database on Malaysiacase
a • • ..„-
♦ Electricity required for C02capture: consider using theformula "(inveree ofcost ofelectricity (COE) (MWh/RM)) (note: COE isin
RM/MWh) ♦ (costof C02 avoided(RM/ton C02))"

































PARAMETER SEQUESTRATION(I,S) sequestration costfora power plant at a storage location (RM pertonC02 stored) (reference:
IPCC (2005) p. 33 - see spreadsheet)
SEQUESTRATJQN0,S)= M.24
SONTEXT






















♦ Table seqLN(LN,s) sequestration costforLennox ($ pertonne C02 storage)
♦ Erie Huron
♦ LN1 10.5 11.0
♦ LN2 10.5 11.0
♦ LN3 10.5 11.0
♦ LN4 10.5 11.0;


































Table seqNC1(I,s) sequestration cost fornew NGCC with capture ($pertonne C02 storage)
Erie Huron













NomE Nominal electricitygenerated in MW
♦TEST
NomE =















Epk(PK) adjusted elec generation for Pelabuhan Klang power stations (MWh peryear)
Ejm(JM) adjusted elecgeneration forJamanjung power stations (MWh peryear)
Etb(TB) adjusted elecgeneration forTanjung Binpower stations (MWh peryear)
Epg(PG) adjusted elecgeneration forPasir Gudang power stations (MWh peryear)
Epr(PR) adjusted elecgeneration forPraipower stations (MWh peryear)
Ejimah(JIMAH) adjusted elecgeneration forJimah power stations (MWh peryear)
En(N) adjusted elecgeneration fornuclear power plants(MWh peryear)
Eh(H) adjusted elecgeneration forhydro power plants(MWh peryear)
Ew(W) adjusted elecgeneration forwindpower plants(MWh peryear)
Eppl(T) adjusted elec generation for PC (MWhper year)
Epp2(I) adjusted elecgeneration forPC (MWh peryear)
EpilO) adjusted elecgeneration for IGCC(MWhper year)
Epi2(T) adjusted elecgeneration for IGCC(MWhper year)
Epi3(T) adjusted elecgeneration for IGCC (MWh peryear)
EpnKD adjusted elecgeneration forNGCC(MWhper year)
Epn2(I) adjustedelec generation for NGCC(MWhper year)
Epn3(I) adjusted elecgeneration forNGCC (MWh peryear)
Epcl(I) adjusted elecgeneration forPCwithcapture (MWh peryear)
Epc2(I) adjusted elec generation for PCwith captiire (MWh peryear)
Epc3(I) adjusted elecgeneration forPCwithcapture (MWh peryear)
Eiel{I) adjusted elecgeneration for IGCC withcapture (MWh peryear)
Eic2(T) adjusted elec generation for IGCCwith capture(MWhper year)
Encl (I) adjustedelec generation forNGCCwith capture(MWhperyear)
Enc2(I) adjusted elecgeneration forNGCC withcapture (MWh peryear)
Epkj(PKJ) Pelabuhan Klangadjustedelec gen usedj fuels
Ejmj(JMj) Jamanjung adjusted elecgenusedj fuels
Etbj(TBj) TanjungBin adjustedelec gen usedj fuels
Epgj(PGj) PasirGudangadjustedelec gen usedj fuels
Eprj(PRj) Prai adjusted elecgen usedj fuels







EkPKj(PKj,k) Electricity required forcapture process inPelabuhan Klang(MWh peryear)
EkJMj(JMj,k) Electricity required forcapture process inJamanjung(MWn peryear)
EkTBj(TBj,k) Electricity required forcapture process inTanjung Bin(MWh peryear)
EkPGj(PGjjc) Electricity required for capture process inPasir Gudang(MWh peryear)
♦ EkPRj(PRj,k) Electricity requiredfor captiire processin Prai(MWh per year)





































Xpk(PKj) Pelabuhan Klang fuel selection
Xjm(JMj) Jamanjung fuelselection
xtb(TBj) Tanjung Bin fuel selection
XpgfPGj) Pasirfuel selection
Xpr(PRj) Prai fuel selection
Xjimah(JIMAHj) JimahBayfuelselection
yPPlfPPI) decision either to build a new PC
yPP2(PP2) decision eitherto build a newPC
yPIl(PIl) decision either to build a new IGCC
yPI2(PI2)
yPI3(PI3)
yPNl(PNl) decision either to build a new NGCC
yPN2(PN2)
yPN3(PN3)
yPC1(PC1) decision eitherto builda newPC with capture
yPC2(PC2)
yPC3(PC3)
ylCl (ICl) decision eitherto builda newIGCCwitiicapture
yIC2(IC2)

























totcost total annual cost ($ per year)
♦TESTEQ












































































































































































































































♦ operating cost for existing fossil-fuel power plants
(
SUM( (LJ) $ FOSSIL(l), C(LJ) ♦ E(I,J) )
♦SUM ((U) $ FQSSTLfl). COJ) * E(I,J))
♦ I.operating cost for existing non-fossil-fuel power plants

















♦ 3. capital costfornewplantswithout capture










♦ 4. capital costfornewplants withcapture










♦ 5 operating cost fornew plants (VOM +fuel cost)



















♦ 6. capitalandoperatingcost for captureprocesson existingfossilstations
+ SUM((LJ,K)$ FOSSIL(I), CCScost_existing(I)*perCCS#C02emission(IJ)*GAMA(I,J,K))
♦ 7. sequestration costfor CCSretrofiton existingcoal-fired powerplants
+ SUM {(IJ,S), SEQUESTRATION(I,S)tC02emission(LJ)#perCCS*phi(I,S))
♦8. sequestrationcost for new plant with captiire















♦ cost ofC02 avoidance
♦ cost of electricity (i.e., operating cost) ($/kWh) for CCS




+ SUM{(PP1,PC1) $ PPlJ>Ci(PPl,PCl), {PC10p(PCl) - PP10p(PPl)) / (C02PP1(PP1)- C02PC1(PC1)))
♦ for PC2 plants:
+ SUM( (PC2.PP2) $ PP2_PC2(PP2,PC2)! ( PC20p(PC2)- PP20p(PP2)) / ( C02PP2(PP2)- C02PC2(PC2)))
♦ does not consider PC3 set because there is no PP3 set
♦forIGCClplants:
+ SUM{(PI1,IC1) $ PI1_ICI(PI1,IC1), (IClOp(ICl) - PHOp(PIl) ) / ( C02PI1(PI1) - C02IC1(IC1)) )
♦ for IGCC2 plants:
+ SUM( (PI2,IC2) $ PI2_IC2(PI2,IC2), (IC20p(IC2)- PI20p(PI2) ) / ( C02PI2(PI2) - C02IC2(IC2) ) )




+ SUM((PN2,NC2) $ PN2_NC2(PN2,NC2), (NC20p(NC2)- PN20p(PN2))/ (C02PN2(PN2) - C02NC2(NC2)))








♦ (O&M cost for newPC with captiire ($ per MWh)) - (O&Mcost for newPC withoutcapture($ per MWh))/C02 emissions fromnew
PC without capture (tonne per MWh) (ref plant)






♦ Tanjung Bin C02 emissions
totC02F3.. CQ2F3 =e=sum((TBj),C02TB(TBj)*ETBjfTBj))-
(sum((TBj,k),C02TB(TBj)^perCCS»gamaTB(TBj,k)));
♦ Pasir Gudang C02 emissions
totC02F4.. C02F4 =e= sum((PGj),C02PG(PGj)#EPGj(PGj))-
(siim((PGjJt),C02PG<PGj)4rjeiCCS+gamaPG{PGjJk)));




♦ Jimah C02 emissions
totC02F6,. CQ2F6 -^- §um((JIMAHJ),C02JIMAH(JIMAHj),EJIMAHj(JIMAHj))-
(sum((JIMAJ^,k),C02JIMAH(JIMA^
♦ New plants C02 emissions









♦ Total C02 emissions (tonne per yr)
totC02 C02Fl-H:02F2+C02F3+C02F4-K;02F54CO2F6+C02P =1= (l-C02red)#C02;







t6(JIMAH,k)v EkJIMAH(JIMAH) =e= sumti,EkJIMAHj(JIMAHjJk));
♦ energy required forcapture onfossil stations (MWh peryr)
totEkPK(PKj,k).. EkPKj(PKj,k) =e= C02PK(PKj)*EreqPK(PKj)*perCCS*gamaPK(PKj,k);
totEkJM(JMJ»k)-- EkJMj(JMJ,k) =e= C02JM(JMj)tEreqJM(JMo)tperCCS#gamaJM(JMj,k);
totEkTBfrBj4t).. EkTBj(TBj,k) =e= C02TB(TBj)*EreqTB(TBj)#perCCS*gamaTB(TBj4t);
totEkPG(PGj,k).. EkPGj(PGj,k) =e= C02PG(PGj)»EreqPG(PGj)*perCCS*gamaPG(PGj)t);
♦totEkPR(PRj,k).. EkPRj(PRj,k) =^= C02PR(PRj)+EreqPR(PRj)#pefCCS#gamaPR(PRJJk);
totEkJIMAH(JIMAHj,k).. EkJIMAHj(JIMAH1j,k) =e=
CC^JINIAH(JIMAHj)^Ereo«MAH(JIMAHj)^perCCS+gamaJIMAH(JIMAHj)k)^
♦ total energy required forcapture process onallfossil stations
















♦ Fuel selection and plant shut down
swiPK(PK).. sum(j,Xpk(PKj)) =1= l;
swiJM(JM).. sum^XjmtJMj)) =1= 1;
swiTB(TB).. sum(j,Xtb(TBj))=l= 1;
swiPG(PG).. sum(j,Xpg(PGj)) =1= 1;
swiPR(PR).. sum(j,XpnTRj)) =1=1;








prE(PR).. Epr(PR) =e=sumG^prJtPRj));jimahE(JIMAH).. Ejimah(JIMAH) =e= sum(j,Ejimahj(JIMAHj));
♦ switching constraints
eppk{PKj).. Epkj(PKJ)=l=PKmax(PK)*Xpk(PKj);
epjm(JMj).. Ejmj(JMj) =1= JMmax(JM)*Xjm(JMj);
eptb(TBj).. EtbJCTBj) =1= TBmax(TB)#Xtb(TBj);
eppg(PGj).. EpgjfPGj) =1- PGmax(PG)#Xpg(PGj);
epprfPRj).. Eprj(PRj) =1= PRmax(PR)*Xpr(PRj);
epjimah(JIMAHj).. Ejimahj(JIMAHj) =1= JIMAanax(JIMAH)+Xjifflah(JIMAHj)i
47
♦ Upperboundon operational changes for existingplants
newPK(PKj).. Epkj(PKj) =1= (l+R^EIecPK^K);
newJM(JMj).. Ejmj(JMj) =1= (l+R)^ElecJM(JM);
newTB(TBj).. EfcjflBj) =!= (l+R)*E!ecTBgB);
newPGfPGj).. Epgj(PGj) =1= (I+R>EiecPG(PG);
newPR(PRj).. Eprj(PRj) =1= (l+R)*ElecPR(PR);
newJTMAH(JIMAHj).. Ejimahj(JIMAHj) =1= (l+R)^ElecJIMAH(JIMAH);
♦ Nonfossil plants capacity constraints
newN(N).. En(N) =!= (l+R)*ElecN(N);
newH(H).. Eh(H) =1=(l+R)#EIecH(H);
newW(W).. Ew(W)=1= {I+R)#ElecW(W);
♦ New plants capacity constraints
newPPl(PPl).. Eppl(PPl) =1=PPlmax(PPl)*yPPl(PPl);
newPP2(PP2).. Epp2(PP2) =1= PP2max(PP2)^yPP2(PP2);
newPIl(PIl).. Epil(PIl)=l=PIlmax(PIiryPIl(PH);
newPI2(PI2).. Epi2(PI2) =1= PI2max(PI2)*yPI2(PI2);
newPI3(PI3).. Epi3(PI3)=1=PI3max(PI3)*yPI3(PD);
newPNl(PNl)„ Epnl(PNl)=l=PNlmax(PNl)^yPNl(PNl);




newPC3(PC3).. Epc3(PC3) =1= PC3max(PC3)#yPC3(PC3);




♦ Upper bound for new plants
UpPPl(PPl).. Eppl(PPl) =1= ACF#PPlmax(PPl);
UpPP2(PP2).. Epp2(PP2)=1=ACF*PP2max(PP2);











UpNCl(NCl).. EnclfNCl) =1= ACF+NClmaxGMCl);
UpNC2(NC2).. Enc2(NC2) =1= ACF*NC2max(NC2);
♦ lower bound
lowPK(PKj).. Epkj(PKj) =g= (Lower^PKmax(PK))»Xpk(PKj);
lowJM(JMj).. Ejmj(JMj) =g=(Lower*JJ4max(JM))*Xjm(JMj);
lowTB(TBj).. Etbj(TBj) =g= (Lower*TBmax(TB))#Xtb(TBj);
lowPG(PGj).. Epgj(PGj)=g=(Lower*PGmax(PG))+Xpg(PGj);
lowPRfPRj).. Eprj(PRJ)=8= (Lower#PRmax(PR))*Xpr(PRj);
lowJIMAH(JlMAFLj).. Ejimahi(JIMAHj) =g= (Lower#JIMAHmax(JTMAH))*Xjimah(JIMAHj);
♦ C02 capture energy constraints
cl(PKj,k).. EkPKj(PKj,k)=1= (MaxCap#zpk(PKj,k));
c2(JMj,k).. EkJMj(JMj,k) =1= (MaxCap#zjm(JMj,k));
c3(TBj,k).. EkTBjfTBj,k) =1= (MaxCap#ztb(TBj,k));
c4(PGj,k).. EkPGj(PGj,k) =1=(MaxC^)*zpg(PGj,k));
♦c5(PRj,k).. EkPRj(PRj,k) H- (MaxCap+zpnTRJ,k));
c6(JIMAHj,k).. EkJIMAHj(JIMAHj,k) =1=(MaxCap^zjimah(JlMAHjJk));




select5.. sum(PI2,yPI2(PI2)) =1= 3;
selectix. sum(PB,yPI3(PI3))=1~3;




selecti 1.. sum(PC2,yPC2(PC2)) =1= 3;




selectn.. sum(NC2,yNC2(NC2)) =1= 3;
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♦ Selection ofC02 capture process






♦ Incorporation of capture process onexisting coal-fired boilers
♦capl.." sum((Lj,k),zl(LjJt)) =1=4;
♦cap2.. sum((NNj£),znn(NNj,k)) =1= 8;
*cap3.. sum((Aj,k),za(Aj,k))=1= 1;
♦cap4.. sum((LVj,k))z!v(LVj,k)) =1= 8;
♦♦cap5.. sum((LNj,k),zln(LNj,k)) =1= 4;
♦cap6.. sum((TBj,k),ztb(TBj,k)) -1- 2;
♦ If the fossilplantsshut downno captureprocesswillput online
♦wl(j)- sum((L,k),zl(Lj,k)) =1= sum(L,Xl(Lj));
♦w2(j).. sum((NN,k),znn(NNj,k)) -1= sum(NN,Xnn(NNj));
♦w3(j)„ sum((Aik)!za(Aj)k)) =1= sum(A^£a(AJ))j
♦w4(j).. sum((LV,k),zlv(LVj,k)) =1= sum(LV,Xlv(LVj));
♦w5(j).. sum((LN,k),zta(LNjJi)) =1= sum(LN,Xln(LNj));
♦w6ri)„ sum((TBjE)^fiXra jjk)) =1=sum(TB^tb(TBj));
wl(PKj).. sum{k,zpk(PKj,k))=l=Xpk(PKj);
w2(JMj).. sum(Mm(JMjJc))=1= Xjm(JMj);
w3(TBj).. sum(k,ztb(TBj£)) =1= XtbfTBj);
w4(PGj).. sumO&?pg(PGj1k)) =1= Xpg(PGj);
♦w5(PRj).. sum0yzpr(PRj,k)) =1= XprfPRj);
w6(JIMAHj).. siim(Mimah(JlMAHj,k)) =1= Xjimah(JIMAHj);







♦ no capture process on natural gas power plants
zl(PK,k).. zpk(PK,'ng',k) =e= 0;
z2(JM,k).. zjm(JM,'ng',k)=e= 0;
z3(TB,k).. ztb(TB,'ng\k) =e= 0;
z4(PG1k)1. zpg(PGs,ng'sk) =e= 0;
♦z5(PR,k).. zpnT^'ng'.k) =e= 0;
z6(JIMAH,k).. zjimah(JIMAH,'ng',k) =e= 0;




sPG(PG).. sum(s,wpg{PG,s)) =\= U
*sPR(PRJ.. sum(s,wpr(PR,s)) =1= I;
sJlMAH(JIMAH).. sum(s,wjimah(JIMAH,s)) =1= 1;




stPK4.. wPK('PKl',,erie,)+wPK('PK5,,,hu^on,) =!= 1;
stPK5.. wPK(PK17erie>wPK('PK6Vhuron'H= I;





sfTB2„ wtb(TBI';erie'>4-wtbfrB3','huronO =1= I;
♦stTB3.. wtb(TBr,'erie'>fwtb{TB4','huron') =1= 1;
stPGl.. wpg('PGl',,eriel>+wpgCPG2','huron') =1=1;
♦stPG2.. wpg(Tm\W)+wr#(TG3;Tiuro»') =1=1;




scapPG(PG).. sum((j,k),zpg(PGj,k)) =e= sum(s,wpg(PG,s));
*scapPR(PR).. sum((j,k),zpr(PRjsk)) =e= sum(s,wpr(PR,s));
scapJIMAH(JIMAH).. sum(fl,k)szjimah(JIMAHj,k)) =e=sum(s)wjimah(JIMAH,s));




scapPC3(PC3).. ypc3(PC3) =e= sum(s,wpc3(PC3,s));
scapICl(ICl).. yicl(ICl)=e=sum(s,wicl(ICl,s));
scapIC2(IC2).. yic2(IC2)=e=sum(s,wic2(IC2,s));
scapNClfNCl).. ynctfNCl) -?- sum(skwn_i;l(NQUs));.
scapNC2(NC2).; ync2(NC2) -e5* sum(s,wnc2(NC2,s));
♦eqdummy.. dummy =^=0;
♦♦ LINEARIZATION ♦♦♦♦PRQF.SAMIR""
conPKl(PKj,k).. gamaPK(Piq)k) =1= EPKj(PKj);
conPK2(PKj,k).. gamaPK(PKj,k) =g=EPKj(PK'j)-M+(l-zPK(PKj,k));
conPK3(Pig,k).. gamaPK(PKj,k) =1= M#zPK(PKJ,k);
conJMl(JMj,k).. gamaJMJjMjJf) =1= EJMj(JMj);
conJM2(JMj,k).. gamaJM(JMj,k) «g= EJMj(JMj)-M#(l-2JM(JM:j,k));
conJM3(JMj,k).. gamaJM(JMj,k) =1= M#zJM(JMj,k);
conTBl(TBj,k).. gamaTB(TBj,k) =1=ETBjfTBj);
conTB2(TBj,k).. gamaTB(TBj,k) =g= ETBj(TBj)-M#(l-zTB(TBj,k));




*conLNl(LNj,k).. gamaLN(LNj,k) H= Elnj(LNj);
♦conLN2(LNj,k).. gamaLN(LNj,k) =g= Elnj(LNj>M*(l-zlB{LNj,k));
♦conLN3(LNj,k)..gamaLN(LNj,k)=l=Mtzta(LNj,k);
conJIMAHl(JIMAHj,k).. gamaJIMAH(JIMAHj,k) =1= EJIMAHj(JIMAHj);
conJIMAH2(JIMAHj,k).. gamaJIMAH(JIMAHj,k) =g=EJINIAHJtJIMAHjJ-M^l-zJIMAHtJIMAHj.k));
conJMAH3(JlMAHj,k).. gamaJIMAH(JIMAHj JO=1= M#zJlMAH(JJMAHjjc);
*♦ LINEARIZATION ♦♦♦♦sequestration for CCS retrofit****
conPKls(PKj,s).. PhiPK(PK,s) =1= EPKj(PKj);




















conJIMAH3s(JIMAHj,s).. phUIMAH(JIMAH,s) =1= Ms#wJIMAH(JIMAH,s);














conIC22(lC2,s).. betaIC2(IC2,s) =g= Eic2(IC2)-Mp#(l-wic2(IC2,s));
COnIC23(IC2,S).. betaIC2(IC2,S) =1=Mp^wiC2(IC2,s);
conNCll(NCl,s).. betaNCl(NCl,s)=i=Encl(NCl);
conNC12(NCl,s).. betaNCl(NCl,s) =g= Encl(NCl)-Mp*(l-wncl(NCl,s));
conNC13(NCl,s).. betaNCl(NCl,s) =1=Mp*wncl(NCl,s);
conNC21(NC2,s).. betaNC2(NC2,s)=1=Enc2(NC2);















option LIMROW = 100000;




♦option nip = conopt;
option mip = cplex;
♦optionmaxcycles = 10000000;
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